Amendments in Connection to added Bliss-Characters in BCI-AV

2014

New single racquet versions added for all racket sports:

- beach_tennis_(activity)
- beach_tennis_(sport)
- lacrosse_(sport)
- squash_(sport)
- table_tennis,ping-pong_(activity)
- table_tennis,ping-pong_(sport)
- tennis,racket_sport,racquet_sport
- tennis_(activity), beach_tennis_(activity)

The old versions renamed to:

- tennis_(activity)_OLD 17522
- tennis,racquet_sports_(OLD) 20602
- beach_tennis_(activity)_OLD 12641
- beach_tennis_(sport)_OLD 20604
- table_tennis,ping-pong_(activity)_OLD 16183
- table_tennis,ping-pong_(sport)_OLD 20603
- squash_(sport)_OLD 22101
- lacrosse_(sport)_OLD 22102

The character added with the gloss crossed_racquets.

racquet 16452 updated to racket,racquet 16452

The old character, used in Denmark etc, added with the gloss three_Danish_waters_(OLD), Denmark 13654 renamed to Denmark_(OLD) 13654, Danish_(language) 25283 renamed to Danish_(language)_OLD 25283. New Denmark and corresponding for Danish (language) and Danish (class) have been added.

The following 7 old forms have been removed as they have not been used since long, and are likely to cause confusion, and thus the old missing character for “crown” is not needed:

- Sweden_(OLD) 17476
- castle,palace_(OLD) 13130
- king_(OLD) 15150
- queen_(OLD) 16444
- prince_(OLD) 16248
- princess_(OLD) 16249
- royal_(OLD) 16694

The character is added as ruin,wreck,wreckage_(building)_1, and ruin,wreck,wreckage_(building)_23641 is renamed to ruin,wreck,wreckage_(building)_2 23641.
church_ruin, temple_ruin, wreck, wreckage_(church, temple, mosque) 24966 is renamed to: church_ruin, temple_ruin, wreck, wreckage_(church, temple, mosque)_(2) 24966, and a new synonym church_ruin, temple_ruin, wreck, wreckage_(church, temple, mosque)_(1) based on the new character has been added.

Changed angel_(1) 20571 and devil_(1) 20568 with added short earth line according to Antwerp 2013 decision – no new character needed!

Drawing of appointment 12406 is corrected to a 1/14 space between the arrows, in accordance to this.

The current corner 13414 is re-glossed as corner_(room) 13414.

diamond 13669 re-glossed to diamond_(shape), rhombus, rhomb 13669.

The gloss of container, bowl, holder, pouch 13403 updated to container, bowl, holder, pouch, basket 13403.

The existing maybe, perhaps 15436 has been renamed to possibility 15436 (with a colour code change from white to yellow).

Existing possible, possibly has been updated to maybe, perhaps, possibly 16226

(... and new possible 25831 has been added as part of the Zandhoven-Antwerp list.)

Inconsistency discovered in the outward pointers between heat 14696, cold 13375 / coldness, cold on one hand, and personality 24210, charm 24053, charming 24054, nuclear_radiation, radioactivity 15740 and grace 21040 on the other: The pointers are corrected and as a rule moved to 1/8 distance from the base character in the latter!
Character is added as thinness, narrowness.
thin, slim 17716 - updated gloss to thin, slim, narrow 17716

renaming of existing to fat, thick (OLD) 14156

renaming of existing to infinite, limitless (OLD) 14940
addition of limited, restricted, confined, and limit, restrict, restrain, confine-(to),

Addition of new beyond, past
renaming of existing to beyond, past (OLD) 12670

Addition of new disability, handicap, impairment
renaming of existing to disability, handicap, impairment (OLD) 13684

intellectual impairment, cognitive impairment, mental impairment added.
disabled, impaired, handicapped (intellectually, mentally) has been added,
and
disabled, handicapped (intellectually, mentally) 15457 updated to:
disabled, handicapped (intellectually, mentally) (OLD) 15457.

Addition of physical impairment, physical disability,
disabled, impaired, handicapped (physically) has been added, and
disabled, handicapped (physically) 16170 updated to
disabled, handicapped (physically) (OLD) 16170.
Addition of **hearing_impairment**
Addition of new **hearing-impaired**
renaming of existing to **hearing-impaired_(OLD)** 14694

Addition of new **speech_impairment,dysarthria**
Addition of new **speech_impaired**
renaming of existing to **speech_impaired_(OLD)** 17225

Addition of new **visual_impairment**
Addition of new **visually_impaired**
renaming of existing to **visually_impaired_(OLD)** 18019

Addition of new **disability_benefit**
renaming of existing to **disability_benefit_(OLD)** 24430

renaming of existing to **farness,remoteness,farawayness_(OLD)** 24896

Addition of new **far,distant**

Addition of new **distance**
renaming of existing to **distance_(OLD)** 23071

addition of new **eternity,infinity** (with new limit(s),limitation), and renaming of eternity,infinity 24892 → **eternity,infinity_(OLD)** 24892

addition of new **band_(of_frequencies)** (with new limit(s),limitation), and renaming of band_(of_frequencies) 24606 → **band_(of_frequencies)_(OLD)** 24606

addition of new **control** (with new limit(s),limitation), and renaming of control 24428 → **control_(OLD)** 24428

addition of new **binoculars,field_glass** (with new farness,remoteness,farawayness), and renaming of binoculars,field_glass 24416 → **binoculars,field_glass_(OLD)** 24416

addition of new **long_jump_(sport)** (with new farness,remoteness,farawayness), and renaming of: long_jump 21845 → **long_jump_(OLD)** 21845

addition of new **odometer** (with new farness,remoteness,farawayness), and renaming of odometer 23161 → **odometer_(OLD)** 23161
renaming of existing to **eyelid_(upper) 14136**

Character position corrected in **ashore 23404**

noun form added: **guess, estimation**

mash, crush-(to) 15427 → **mash, crush, squeeze, squash_(food)-(to) 15427**

Pointer positions corrected in **roti, chapati, flatbread 16691**

Drawings of **shofar 16960** and **Rosh_Hashana 16689** have been corrected.

Updated pointer position in **shorts 16963**

Gloss of **ski(s) 17003** updated to **skis_(pair_of) 17003**.

Drawings of **slice 22381**, **slice-(to) 22382** and **sliced 22383** have been corrected. And **steak 25176** also contains “slice” and has also been updated.

Indicator position corrected in **smoke-(to) 17185**

Gloss of **pipe_tobacco 16186** updated to **pipe, smoking_pipe 16186**

Gloss of current **snowshoe 17197** updated to **snowshoe_(OLD) 17197**

Gloss of current **spiral, curl 17230** updated to **spiral, curl_(shape) 17230**

Gloss of current **wok 22582** updated to **woking 22582**

Existing **sit_ski 23948** reglossed to **sit_ski_(OLD) 23948** and new **sitski, sit_ski_(sport)** (sport + sitski) added.

**imprint 25327** had the gloss updated to **imprint, trace, track 25327**

In connection to the Antwerp-Zandhoven update of:

**budget 23427** → **budget, business_plan 23427**, an update has been made of:

**business, commerce, trade 13093** → **business, economy, commerce, trade 13093**
Correction of horse_trailer, horsebox 24161 – in connection to the addition of the separate character trailer, container_transport 25623, the trailer has been moved up to ground level.

The corresponding move up to ground level has been done for

\textbf{camper, caravan, mobile home} 13113, i.e. from \begin{center} \includegraphics[width=0.2\textwidth]{house} \end{center} to \begin{center} \includegraphics[width=0.2\textwidth]{house} \end{center}, and...

\textbf{prone_board, scooter-board} 21813 from \begin{center} \includegraphics[width=0.2\textwidth]{board} \end{center} to \begin{center} \includegraphics[width=0.2\textwidth]{board} \end{center}

addition of new \textbf{Halloween, All_Saint's_Day} (with imaginary_person), and renaming of Halloween, All_Saint's_Day 14662 \rightarrow \textbf{Halloween, All_Saint's_Day (OLD)} 14662

addition of new \textbf{placenta} (with current inner_organ), and renaming of placenta 24213 \rightarrow \textbf{placenta (OLD)} 24213

addition of new \textbf{gym, gymnasium} (with current sport), and renaming of gym, gymnasium 14656 \rightarrow \textbf{gym, gymnasium (OLD)} 14656

addition of new \textbf{gym_mat} (with current sport), and renaming of gym_mat 14657 \rightarrow \textbf{gym_mat (OLD)} 14657

addition of new \textbf{Loki} (with current lie – contracted – without truth), and renaming of Loki 22822 \rightarrow \textbf{Loki (OLD)} 22822

addition of new \textbf{louse, stinging_insect} (base word for flea, head louse, bed bug etc.)
Addition of small index numbers 0 – 9 in the BCI-AV number range:
zero_(index_number) 8510 to nine_(index_number) 8519

Addition into the vocabulary of all letters
a-z (lowercase) in the range:
a_(lowercase) 8521 to z_(lowercase) 8546

A-Z (uppercase) in the range:
A_(uppercase) 8551 to Z_(uppercase) 8576

In relation to this the following gloss updates:

percent,percentage 8484 → percent,percentage,% 8484
zero_(digit) 8496 → zero_(digit),0 8496
one_(digit) 8497 → one_(digit),1 8497
two_(digit) 8498 → two_(digit),2 8498
three_(digit) 8499 → three_(digit),3 8499
four_(digit) 8500 → four_(digit),4 8500
five_(digit) 8501 → five_(digit),5 8501
six_(digit) 8502 → six_(digit),6 8502
seven_(digit) 8503 → seven_(digit),7 8503
eight_(digit) 8504 → eight_(digit),8 8504
nine_(digit) 8505 → nine_(digit),9 8505
Other corrections drawing corrections (some just technical):

**airport_terminal 25251** - corrected drawing (incorrect “public room”)

**Allah 21035** - corrected drawing – separate letters

**alphabet,letters_(lowercase) 12366** - corrected drawing – separate letters

**alphabet,letters_(uppercase) 25011** - corrected drawing – separate letters

**apologize,apologise,regret_(express)-(to) 12404** - corrected drawing (wrong “comma”)

**bagel 22125** - corrected drawing (incorrect drawing of “bun_(food)”)  

**bioenergy 25021** - corrected drawing (incorrect drawing of “plant”)

**cease-fire,armistice 24424** - corrected drawing (incorrect vertical position in “agreement”) 

**chess** (Norwegian list) - corrected drawing (incorrect vertical position in “game”) 

**cipher 25276** - corrected drawing – separate letters

**dichotomy,duality (Antw-Zandh)** - corrected drawing (Bliss number instead of text number)

**downhill_skiing 21864** - corrected drawing (wrong “downward_and_forward”) 

**embark,board-(to) 23487** - corrected drawing (removing a hidden dot) 

**equilateral_triangle (Antw-Zandh)** - corrected drawing (Bliss number instead of text number)

**even_number (Antw-Zandh)** - corrected drawing (Bliss number instead of text number)

**finger_spelling,finger_alphabet 23506** - corrected drawing – separate letters

**fingerspell-(to) 23507** - corrected drawing – separate letters

**fishburger 22120** - corrected drawing (incorrect drawing of “bun_(food)”) 

**Germany 25414** - corrected, separate letter + size (from 4 to 6 points)
German_(class) 25419 - corrected, separate letter + size (from 4 to 6 points)
German_(language) 25415 - corrected, separate letter + size (from 4 to 6 points)
hell 21062 - corrected drawing (incorrect drawing of “devil”)
isosceles_triangle (Antw-Zandh) - corrected drawing (Bliss number instead of text number)
kebab_(Scandinavia) 23890 - corrected drawing (technically incorrect “rotation”)
margarine 15424 - corrected drawing (incorrect vertical position in “oil”)
merry-go-round,carousel 15458 - corrected drawing (technically incorrect “rotation”)
odd_number (Antw-Zandh) - corrected drawing (Bliss numbers instead of text number)
Romania 25417 - corrected, separate letter + size (from 4 to 6 points)
Romanian_(class) 25420 - corrected, separate letter + size (from 4 to 6 points)
Romanian_(language) 25421 - corrected, separate letter + size (from 4 to 6 points)
runes 22830 - corrected drawing – separate letters
sculpture (Antw-Zandh) - corrected drawing (Bliss numbers instead of text number)
shooting_sports 21797 - corrected drawing (incorrect “gun,firearm”)
spell-(to) 23665 - corrected drawing – separate letters
tanker_truck,tank_lorry (Norwegian list) - corrected drawing (vertical position of liquid)
Thailand 25416 - corrected, separate letter + size (from 4 to 6 points)
Thai_(class) 25423 - corrected, separate letter + size (from 4 to 6 points)
Thai_(language) 25424 - corrected, separate letter + size (from 4 to 6 points)
tornado 23967 - corrected drawing (technically incorrect “rotation”)
volte_(horse)-(to) 24338 - corrected drawing (technically incorrect “rotation”)
golf_(activity) 14453 - corrected drawing (incorrect close kerning)

cookie,biscuit 13409 - corrected drawing (incorrect close spacing)

cookie_jar,biscuit_tin 22591 - corrected drawing (incorrect close spacing)

hair_drier,blow_dryer 24141 - corrected drawing (ambiguous close spacing)

half_an_hour 23104 - corrected drawing (incorrect close spacing)

piano_(2) 23923 - corrected drawing (incorrect wide spacing)

pit,stone-(to) 16189 - corrected drawing (ambiguous close spacing)

shave-(to) 24263 - corrected drawing (ambiguous close spacing)

sufganiya 17215 - corrected drawing (incorrect close spacing)

bread_with_seeds 25668 (Antw-Zandh) - corrected drawing (too close spacing)

oppressed,unfree 25131 - corrected drawing (incorrect indicator vertical position)

medication_for_breathing 25342 - corrected drawing (too close spacing)

inflammable,flammable 24680 - corrected drawing (too close spacing)

kebab_(Middle_East) 23889 - corrected drawing (too close spacing)

prone_board,scooter-board 21813 - vertical move up to ground level

– see: horse_trailer,horsebox 24161, trailer,container_transport 25624,
camper,caravan,mobile_home 13113

A small drawing spacing error in basketball_(activity) 12634 has been corrected.
A very small technical drawing update in bun_(food) 20769 and hamburger 20770

steak 25176 has been updated according to the previous update of slice 22381
More gloss updates:

smartness 22917 → smartness,brightness,cleverness,intelligence 22917

handmade_object 14672 → handmade_object,handicraft 14672

tumble-drier 24320 → tumble-drier,tumble-dryer 24320

wide 18250 → wide,broad 18250

Addition of new broadband (with new limit(s),limitation), and renaming of: broadband 24614 → broadband_(OLD) 24614

Addition of new corruption (with new limit(s),limitation), and renaming of: corruption 24629 → corruption_(OLD) 24629

Addition of new eternal, everlasting, perpetual, unending (with new limit(s),limitation), and renaming of: eternal 21332 → eternal_(OLD) 21332

Addition of new empower-(to) (with new limit(s),limitation), and renaming of: empower-(to) 24648 → empower-(to)_(OLD) 24648

Addition of new empowered (with new limit(s),limitation), and renaming of: empowered 24649 → empowered_(OLD) 24649

Addition of new empowerment (with new limit(s),limitation), and renaming of: empowerment 24650 → empowerment_(OLD) 24650

Addition of new power,powerfulness (with new limit(s),limitation), and renaming of: power,powerfulness 24718 → power,powerfulness_(OLD) 24718

Addition of new powerful,mighty (with new limit(s),limitation), and renaming of: powerful,mighty 24719 → powerful,mighty_(OLD) 24719

muffin,scone,brioche 22122 → muffin,bun_(sweet) 22122 (scone,brioche added to bun_(soft),roll_(soft) 25672)
bun_(soft),roll_(soft) 25672 → bun_(soft),roll_(soft),scone,brioche 25672

area 23024 → area_(measurement) 23024
(A note: The AV currently contains 136 “_(OLD)” synonyms, and 45 additional synonym pairs)